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In conjunction with NEXT EXIT, Trey Burns presents La L’aceate Loop Trail; named after the
historic appellation for the neighborhood south of
Singleton and east of Sylvan. As the show examines Dallas’s myths, landscape, and built environment - this trail brings you out of the gallery a for
a brief walk along a guerrilla hiking trail framing
the area immediately around the gallery. As you
pass through easements and vacant lots, watch
your feet, keep eyes open, and your nose clean.

La L’aceate Loop Trail*†

*Follow the pink flags
and marking paint

Use the trail at your own risk, the artist and the gallery will not be held liable for injury or arrest.
†
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A few of my favorite reviews for Trinity Groves LS
Local Guide · 30 reviews · 2 photos
5 days agoA total outing experience when visiting Dallas.
Everyone in Dallas needs to support this development because this project is perfect way to show
off our city. When people from other states or
countries visit our city everyone in “D” needs to
recommend the Trinity Groves as a destination
location and experience Dallas Texas life in the
pocket.
Anonymous Anonymous
9 reviews
a month agoWent to a place in this facility called cake bar a
bakery by the name of cake bar delicious cake I’m
super cheap and I was more than happy to pay
the five bucks what’s it called best I think area
where that food food court thing whatever Trinity
Groves Trinity Grove great place cake bar.

Those apartment buildings looming over our
heads were developed by Columbus Realty Group-Rodger Staubach and Richard Shaw--ex Cowboys.
Staubach’s daughter, Jennfier Staubach Gates is
the city council rep for district 13 (i.e. Preston Hollow and the like) and spearheaded the effort to get
the Trinity Cement Plant moved over near Thomas
Edison Middle School in 2015--away from the condos. Health risks of living (or going to school) near
a cement plant are what you would expect.

Welcome to the back half of Planned Development
891, the approximately 40 acres bounded by Singleton Blvd to the north, Amonette St to the east,
the Union Pacific Railroad to the south, and Parvia
Ave to the west. Eventually, in accordance with the
City of Dallas Thoroughfare/CBD plan - Bataan St,
Herbert St, and Amonette St will be extended to
run underneath the Union Pacific Railroad Tracks.
The construction schedule was supposed to have
started in August 2018, slated to finish by December 2020. From the looks of it, we haven’t gotten
there yet. This is part of the West Dallas Gateway
Project.

Anonymous Anonymous
Local Guide · 62 reviews · 62 photos
11 months agoTrinity Groves is just nice to look at as one drives
by nothing more. It is very small area and offers
no free or self parking after 5pm. In addition is a
very dangerous area and full of people out on the
parking lots smoking cannabis. I feel it attracts
the wrong crowd and less of a serious more family oriented crowd who would think twice about
behaving in that matter children if they have
children with them. There is a lot of police activity here due to this fact.

Ok, nature... Well, there is a family of racoons that
live over in the office part of the Alamo building.
Tamara named the local opossum “Sandra”, there
is a black cat that constantly crosses me, Oh and
there are some squirrels that live in the insulation
above the gallery (but I don’t know if I should tell
people that). Until recently a large pack of chihuahuas roamed free. Trees: Cottonwood, Chinaberry
(the berries from this tree yield a kind waxy, fatty
substance that might be able to be used to make
candles). Some kind of bentgrass? Some ragweeds. Dandelions too.

La L’aceate Loop Trail
By: Allison Klion

Welcome! Let’s take a walk in this area. From
what I’ve been able to tell, this was Jack Scott’s
land from 1869 to 1903? Before this, Caddo Native Americans inhabited the Dallas area. We
named this trail after the most recent name for
this neighborhood before it was redeveloped. Records on this are scarce.

There was a cemetery that was relocated in the
development of Trinity Groves (I believe in the lot
where this big giant pit is) - probably the bodies
of the Scotts. A quote I found: “Everything we do
out here in West Dallas is a process and it always
seems to have a little bit of hair on it,” said Jim
Reynolds, who’s developing Trinity Groves. “Even
though it’s our property, these are people and it’s
their resting place,” Reynolds said. “So we want
to be very sensitive in how we handle it and involve the people that need to be involved.”
Dates of Note:
1844: Eagle Ford - named after birdsnest
1855: La Reunion - failed socialist commune
1873: Railroad ends in Eagle Ford
1907: Cement City - fomer commune resident becomes a cement scion, things proceed
1934: Trinity Cement plant workers unionize
1952: West Dallas incorporated into the city
2012: Trinity Groves: Bridge to a New Dallas
2016: Scott Cemetery relocation

		

